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The structures of �MgO�3n �2�n�10� clusters are studied using density functional theory �DFT�.
The starting structures are generated from empirical genetic algorithm simulations. The
lowest-energy structures of �MgO�3n are then obtained from a number of structural isomers by using
DFT optimization. It is found that when n�5 hexagonal tube is the most stable structure, and when
n�6 �except 7� the rocksaltlike structure is favored, which is the same as that of the bulk. The n=7
is an interesting case, where the structure again is the hexagonal tube as the most stable structure.
However, from the second order difference of the average atomization energy, we find that the
n=7 case is thermodynamically unstable with respect to disproportionation to the smaller and larger
clusters. The result may be the reason that it is not observed in the experiment. Therefore, we can
conclude that the geometry transition really takes place at n=6. The rocksalt is the most stable
structure for a large range of n numbers, from the �MgO�3�6 cluster to bulk magnesium oxide. The
result is different from Wilson’s previous prediction because of the use of the ionic potential.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2956508�

I. INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades, magnesium oxide �MgO� of
different scales and dimensions, as an important functional
material, has been widely studied both experimentally1,2 and
theoretically.3–7 Its powder is considered as a kind of dopants
to form high-temperature superconductor thick films8,9 and
also as a very important metal oxide for use in catalysis.10,11

Bulk MgO could be a very good substrate for growing thin
films or other materials. Since the studies of surface proper-
ties and nanostructures of MgO, some interesting problems
have been presented. Which structures are there for different
scale and dimension MgO? Do the nanostructures have the
same structure as the bulk? What are the subunits for the
nanostructures? One way to understand these issues is to
study the size dependence of clusters, which are considered
as the intermediate size between individual atoms and bulk.
Actually lots of jobs have been done for clusters.12–16 As the
clusters are aggregates of atoms, the clusters can serve as a
bridge for understanding how MgO evolves from atoms to
bulk.

As in the early 1990s, the beam experiment has shown
some magic number clusters with great stabilities, as
�MgO�3n at n= �2–6,8–10�.1,2 Many theoretical studies have
also been done to investigate the structures for �MgO�m.
Some of them have used the sophisticated model potentials,
such as the Born–Mayer potential17,1 and compressible-ion
interaction model �CIM�.18 Roberts and Johnston showed
some interesting structures for the clusters �MgO�m.17 In
Wilson’s work,18 a structural transition of the MgO clusters
has been indicated and a cubiclike structure is formed as the
clusters containing more than 60 atoms.19–26 However, first-

principles study has been carried out only for small �MgO�m

clusters �m�15�.27–33 It is well known that the CIM or the
Born–Mayer potential is not precise enough to predict the
most stable structures of the clusters where the isomers exist
with a little difference in atomization energy �AE�. There-
fore, the most stable structure for medium sized clusters and
the rearrangement from small unit structures into the bulk-
like rocksalt lattice in MgO are still open questions.

In this paper, by using density-functional theory �DFT�:
The equilibrium structures of �MgO�3n �n=2–10� clusters
are determined from a number of isomers generated by
genetic algorithm �GA� simulation based on Born–Mayer
potential.17 Our results have well shown the structural tran-
sition �from hexagonal tube to rocksalt� as the cluster size
gets large.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the methods we used to investigate the problem. In
Sec. III we explore the results and some discussion according
to the results. Conclusions are outlined in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

The ground state structure is one of the most fundamen-
tal issues in cluster physics. The most commonly used strat-
egy in searching the most stable structures of small clusters
is the simulated annealing �SA� scheme based on DFT cal-
culations, but SA is really hard to do for clusters with the
number of atoms being greater that 10. Following the study
of Ref. 17, we use an unbiased global search of the optimal
cluster isomers from GA �Refs. 34–36� based on Born–
Mayer potential. In combining with DFT, the global optimal
configuration of the structure could be achieved. GA is a
powerful global optimal scheme based on the principle of
natural evolution.37 We use GA to generate isomers for
�MgO�3n �n=2–10� at each n with the Born–Mayer inter-
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atomic potentials following earlier study on magnesium ox-
ide clusters in Ref. 17. To effectively represent the range of
structural preferences due to ionic polarization, the charge of
the clusters Mgq+Oq−�q� is varied between 1 and 1.5 with the
intervals of 0.1 as in Ref. 38. The main process of employing
GA to find the isomers of clusters is as follows. For each n
and q of �MgO�3n, starting with a “population” of candidate
structures generated randomly, we use a local optimal-
searching method to find the nearest maximum for every
candidate structure. Then the local maximum energies are
considered as the criteria of “fitness” �the probability to be
chosen as a parent to generate the next generation, for an
isomer, the larger atomization energy it has the larger prob-
ability to be chosen� for the population. Based on the fitness
of the population, two structures are selected as the
“parents.” We “mate” these two parents, and then we get a
new isomer. If the new one has higher atomization energy
than any one of the candidates we generate as the population,
the old one who has lower energy would be replaced by the
new one, and we get the next generation. The process repeats
at proper steps, and finally only the optimal isomers of the
structures exist. The processes are also similar to Ref. 17.
After we get the isomers generated by the GA, the electronic
structural calculations on �MgO�3n �n=2–10� clusters are
performed by using the DMOL package39 based on DFT. The
all electrons and a double numerical basis are chosen. The
exchange correlation has been treated with the generalized
gradient approximation �GGA� as described by Perdew and
Wang.40,41 Self-consistent calculations are carried out with a
convergence criterion of 10−5 a.u. on the total energy. Geom-
etry optimizations are performed with the Broyden–
Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm. We use a convergence
criterion of 10−3 a.u. on the gradient and displacement, and
10−5 a.u. on the total energy in the geometry optimization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present the calculated optimal structures for different
size n. For each cluster size, we obtain not only the most
stable structure but also the isomers with small total energy

differences compared to the most stable one. Figures 1–5
show the most stable structure and some isomers for each
size of �MgO�3n �n=2–10�. It can be seen that for �MgO�3n

the hexagonal tube is the most stable structure for n=2–5
and 7, while the rocksalt structure is the most stable structure
for n=6,8–10. In order to understand the geometry evolu-
tion clearly, we calculate the AE, which is defined as re-
quired energy to break a �MgO�m cluster into separated Mg
and O atoms. The AE is calculated using the equation

AE = mE�Mg� + mE�O� − E��MgO�m� . �1�

In Eq. �1�, in calculating the AE, we consider the effect
of basis set superposition error. We use the counterpoise
method to calculate the AE for every m. The results for
m=3n �n=2–10� are shown in Fig. 8. We focus on the clus-
ter size for 3n because they are the magic numbers in these
sizes from the observation of the experiment. In our calcula-
tion, using the same method, we predict the most stable
structures of �MgO�m �1�m�30�, respectively �naturally
the �MgO�3n �n=2–10� are also included�, as shown in
Fig. 6 �except the previous results �MgO�3n �n=2–10��.

FIG. 1. The calculated ground state geometries and some isomers for
�MgO�3n with n=2 and 3. The total AE in eV is listed. White ball indicates
Mg atom, while gray ball indicates O atom.

FIG. 2. The calculated ground state geometries and some isomers for
�MgO�3n and their AEs �eV� with n=4 and 5.

FIG. 3. The calculated ground state geometries and some isomers for
�MgO�3n and their AEs �eV� with n=6 and 7.
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Then we calculate the second order difference �2Em of
average AE of the most stable structure of �MgO�m for
�2�m�29� as follows:

�2Em = 2E��MgO�m� − E��MgO�m+1� − E��MgO�m−1� . �2�

As shown in Fig. 7, we can find that the �2Em for �MgO�m at
m=3�2, 3�3, 3�4, 3�5, 3�6, 3�8, and 3�9 are both
larger than zero. The result shows that there is greater ther-
modynamic stability. However; for m=21 the �2Em is nega-
tive, indicating that the structure is thermodynamically un-
stable with respect to disproportionation to the smaller and
larger clusters. The result agrees well with that of the
experiment.5 It also indicates that in our calculation �MgO�3n

�n=2–6,8 ,9� are really outstanding.
From Figs. 1–5, it can be found that the clusters are

made of two basic subunits, the square ring of �MgO�2 and
the hexagonal ring of �MgO�3. For example, as shown in
Fig. 1, the cagelike isomer for �MgO�3�3 has five square

rings and six hexagonal rings. In Fig. 2 the cagelike isomer
for �MgO�3�5 has 12 square rings and 7 hexagonal rings.
Similar subunits have also been found for medium sized
metal oxide clusters and metal nitride clusters.42–50 When the
cluster size is small, the hexagonal ring is favored. As the
cluster gets large, the square rings get more stable. Because
the cluster size gets large, the polarization of ions becomes
more serious. Therefore, the charge of each atom becomes
small, and the structures of clusters change from hollow
cages to cuboids with higher coordinates.17

For �MgO�3n cluster, when n=2 the AE of the rocksalt
structure is about 0.4 eV lower than the case of the hexago-
nal tube. The AEs of the other isomers are not shown here
because they have very low value. For n=3, except for the
hexagonal-tube and cubiclike structures, there exists a cage-
like structure. For n=4, the structures agree well with
Carrasco’s prediction.38 In the present calculations, the re-
sults of small �MgO�3n clusters are consistent with previous
DFT calculations.27 For n=5, the cagelike isomer is very

FIG. 4. The calculated ground state geometries and some isomers for
�MgO�3n and their AEs �eV� with n=8 and 9.

FIG. 5. The calculated ground state geometries and some isomers for
�MgO�3n and their AEs �eV� with n=10.

FIG. 6. The calculated ground state
geometries for �MgO�n 1�n�30,
except for the structures that appeared
in Figs. 1–5.
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interesting. It is made of a perfect cage of �MgO�12 and a
cube, in good agreement with Carrasco’s predictions.38 It is
indicated that a perfect �MgO�12 cage may be a building
block for bulk structure. For n=6, the rocksalt structure is
more stable than the hexagonal-tube structure, and the tran-
sition happens at such a size. The n=7 case is another inter-
esting case. In fact, it has not been observed in the cluster
beam experiment. In the present calculations, the hexagonal
tube is the most stable structure for n=7, while for n=6 and
n=8, the rocksalt structure is favored. It is obvious that the
stable structure of the n=7 case is different from that of the
n=6 and 8 cases. From the second order difference of the
average AE, we also have found that the structure of the
n=7 case is thermodynamically unstable with respect to dis-
proportionation to the smaller and larger clusters. Here, we
can think that transition occurs at n=6 case because of the
unstable structure for n=7. The result is different from pre-
vious Wilson’s prediction18 because of using the CIM ionic
potential. Furthermore, as the cluster size gets large, the clus-
ters get more regular and more periodic. For n� =6, other
isomers except the hexagonal-tube or the rocksalt structures
have too low AE. These isomers are not shown here because

of the unstable structures. The AE values of the most stable
clusters of �MgO�3n �n=2–10� are presented in Fig. 8. As the
cluster size gets large, the AE increases rapidly for 3�n
�7. It is found that when n goes from 6 to 7, a jump of AE
is shown. However, when n goes from 7 to 8, another jump
occurs, where the geometry structure jumps back to that of
n=6 case. At the same time, the structure is unstable for
n=7. Therefore, we can say that such behavior can be related
to the obtained structure transition around n=6. The average
AE values of the isomers for the rocksalt and the hexagonal-
tube structures at all sizes are shown in Fig. 9. The geometry
transition can be found clearly. Also in Fig. 8 we can find
that the AE of the hexagonal-tube structure is a little bigger
than the rocksalt structure, although the hexagonal tube is a
more stable structure for small size clusters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The lowest-energy geometries and the AEs of �MgO�3n

�n=2–10� clusters have been obtained by DFT-GGA calcu-
lations in combination with a GA. The main findings are
summarized as follows.

�A� For MgO material, the most stable structure is the rock-
salt for a large range of n number from the �MgO�3�6

cluster to bulk. It can be concluded that the �MgO�3n

clusters follow a rocksalt growth evolution starting
from n=6. The hexagonal-tube structure is dominant in
the range of n=2–5. For the first time, we show a
geometry transition for �MgO�3n clusters with n=6.

�B� The clusters arc made of subunits of �MgO�2 and
�MgO�3. The hexagonal-tube structure is the most
stable with n�6.
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